
 

 

The chat discussion reproduced herein took place between the participants to the above 
noted webinar. It is being reproduced here for convenience purpose only and at the request 
of those who participated. For privacy reasons, we are only using the initials of those having 
participated in the chat (except for comments posted by panelists).   

Gowling WLG has not vetted these exchanges. It does not necessarily approve, endorse or 
agree with the comments, opinion or information found herein. The chat herein does not 
constitute advice, legal or otherwise, and should only be used as general information. 
Readers should not rely on information found herein but should seek professional advice 
tailored to their specific needs and circumstances. The exchanges herein does not create a 
solicitor/client relationship of any kind.   

CondoAdviser.ca 

Condo Adviser Webinar  
Deep Dive on Condo Board of Directors 

(February 2, 2022) 

CHAT BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS 

 
T.F.S.: Hello Terry F from Schomberg, a Condo Director 

G.H.: Will you be speaking at all about modified step 3? 

Graeme Macpherson: Hi Everyone! Feel free to jump into the chat. However, if you want 
everyone to see your message, make sure to set it to "Everyone" 

R.W.: Hello from Collingwood 

G.: Good afternoon everyone! 

E.L.: Hello from S. Florida 

K.R.: Greetings from Goderich!! 

L.D.: Hello from Ottawa 

C.L.: Hi from Burlington 

M.: lol. It’s groundhog everyday 

J.B.: Hope everyone is Ottawa is OK 

MI.: Mississauga here.......hello and let's get going! 

L.D.: Thanks JB.  I am but I can't speak for all. 

P.G.: Hello from Mississauga! 

K.M.: Great to see everyone here 
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K.: Hello from Hunt Club, Ottawa 

E.L.: Three cheers for Murray!!! 

MI.: "Premier Candidates".....our building could sure use one! 

D.R.: Hi All, Tuning in from Dublin, Ireland.  Looking forward to learning from 
the Ontarian condo experience. 

G.: Us as well, Michael!! 

C.S.: Hello from Markham 

P.G.: Good to see you're here Michael 

MI.: Thanks Gina....you wouldn't believe the BS, that's going on ! 

S.D.: Hi everyone from Toronto (and area)! 

J.: difference between director and an officer 

G.: Michael, I have some great stories eek. 

L.: Welcome from Stratford 

MI.: Gina...if you don't mind, I'll send you my email near the end of the 
"meeting"? 

G.H.: Will you speak to active screening? 

G.: the bod friends were gathered in lobby sans masks...on Sunday...they 
don't have to follow rules 

E.T.: Guests cannot use amenities? Is that in the Regulations or a 
recommendation from the lawyers? 

E.L.: Guests = a condo decision 

K.F.: I hope we can have an in person AGM this year because our Board is 
very secretive & we have many questions!! 

C.S.: Our condo limits the amenities to residents only right now as they are only 
open at 50% capacity. 

K.: Condo property managers and self-screening (has this already been 
covered). 

D.: Nicely put Rod! 
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K.R.: Our Board refused to do virtual AGM’s.  Had the meeting at a hall nut 
restricted attendance to one person per unit? 

R.W.: Wow so true. 

MI.: "Free"?   How about board members that get kick-backs????? 

M.K.: Is the correct PowerPoint screen up?? 

G.: Or hire friends at higher $$$ 

MI.: Gina......that is 1,000% true!!! 

M.: Crazy obligation :( 

K.: What happens when the condo is small - think 23 units? 

K.F.: Our president of the board got on the board by promising to fix things in 
units so that is his full time job. I thought board members couldn't work in 
the building. 

MI.: Karen......amongst many other things!! 

G.: Michael, the VP hired HIS lawyers firm - who is this lawyer going to 
protect? 

J.: Can the renter be on the board? 

D.: We have 5 Directors for 571 units here in TO 

D.R.: Here's the 

K.: Smaller condos also lead to "clique" boards who support their own 
personal interests. 

MI.: Gina......you sound like you're talking about my building....lol...! 

M.: We have a hard time getting 3 people. 

Graeme Macpherson: Hi Jerry, the Condo Act does not prohibit tenants from joining the Board. 
However, some condos' by-laws do prohibit this. 

K.F.: That's what our president does, gets people to sit on the board just to hold 
the seat so he can run the whole place 

G.: Group lobbied for 5 from 3 (216 units) because they could never win an 
election... 
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K.: The issue of board members taking advantage - as has appeared in a 
number of comments - also leads to a question of property management 
responsibility to report this? 

D.R.: Here's the guidance published in Ireland for owners' management 
companies, focuses on 10 key areas:  - Directors’ duties 
- Board effectiveness 
- Performance versus conformance 
- The company constitution and register of members 
- Finances, cash, and debtors 
- Company accounts and statutory audit 
- The role of the company secretary 
- Outsourcing 
- Annual general meetings 
- Dispute resolution 

 New guide highlights 10 considerations for directors involved in ownership 
and management of residential estates 

K.: Except when they are not. 

R.W.: I have got none... Me either! 

M.: I was voluntold. 

G.B.: Rod, I agree. I think the vast, vast majority of directors do their absolute 
best. 

K.: It happens. 

M T: Some individuals are in fact power grabbers 

C.M.: I always say that I'm on the Board so that I can select the paint colours 
every 7 years.  There are no perks! 

M.K.: For me, transparency is the issue. 

S.D.: Agree with Rod. I am a former director and it was a heck of a lot of work. 
It's difficult to juggle all the priorities / improvement requests, with limited 
budgets. Always more to do, than we can actually tackle. 

G.V.: I am a firm believer that we need to have legislation that speaks to the 
competence skills of directors and mandate what a proper board must be 
comprised of. 

D.: Never has been a problem at our condo in 30 years 

C.S.: If residents aren't happy with their Directors, then I suggest they volunteer 
to be a Director. 

https://www.housingagency.ie/news-events/new-guide-highlights-10-considerations-directors-involved-ownership-and-management
https://www.housingagency.ie/news-events/new-guide-highlights-10-considerations-directors-involved-ownership-and-management
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MI.: Gina......unfortunately, I know what you mean. We have a complex of 4 
buildings....different management companies. Ours has 5 members, but 
one of the buildings only has 3....same size building. There's a story about 
that, as well!! 

M.G.: What is a director’s liability? 

G.: We had a good board... the lies and harassment got them all to 
quit....enter bad board. now fees will rise 30% 

M T: Bully boards do in fact exist, let's not kid ourselves 

J.D.: It is not all sunshine and butterflies 

K.: #bullyboard 

MI.: MT....so true!! 

A.F.: I am currently a Director. We work hard and are lucky to have an excellent, 
highly dedicated Chair who always knows when he does not know the 
answer. We try and ensure the owners are informed about issues as they 
arise. Did I say we worked hard? 

L.: I have had a variety of board experiences, but good or bad the majority all 
care about their communities. 

G.: I miss the old board 

MI.: The CAO needs some actual "teeth" to deal with this non-sense! 

M T: Agreed 

P.G.: Michael - sorry I thought you were someone I know... my apology :( 

M T: The CAO is a misnomer, they actually DO NOT have ANY authority 

Gowling WLG Webinars: Hi Kathlyn, the PowerPoints will be posted on condo adviser 

Graeme Macpherson: Hi Kathlyn, yes the PowerPoints are posted on the Condo Adviser website 
after the webinar! 

Graeme Macpherson: Rod beat me to the punch there. 

MI.: No need to apologize...we still share the same concerns....  :) 

USER: Should the property manager stay for the entire Board meeting? 

M.D.: We have thrived with virtual meetings! Such better turn out and people 
can be anywhere on the AGM 
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J.S.: What is the correct number of meetings to have per year? Once per month 
(12)? 

J.A.: Can a minority of board directors approach the condominium's own lawyer 
if the majority of board directors are possibly doing something contrary to 
the act and refuse to consult the lawyer? 

K.: Moving forward, how many are looking at hybrid - online and live - 
meetings. 

J.D.: Have all the major platforms removed the ability for the manager or board 
to see the vote counts? Condo Control Central allows that 

M T: I disagree, huge downside to virtual meetings, the directors can shut down 
the meeting whenever they feel like it and not allow a democratic process 
to take place such as a non-binding vote 

R.E.: should there be an option to allow owners to observe zoom board 
meetings? 

K.: In a court of law - e-mail count. 

G.: Virtual AGMs in our case, only helped their case...very selective who 
spoke, and they can shut it down.  Everything has good or bad...depends 
on the character of the people.  Bad board won't care.  Good boards will. 

MI.: Virtual AGMs.....another way for "directors" to dodge the issues of the 
day!! 

M T: unfortunately, we currently have a bad board. They are holding a position 
open and not filling it so as to control the building 

K.F.: Our board hides behind virtual meetings. They don't have to answer all 
our questions and can shut us down. 

MI.: MT.....the same thing happened in our building as well,,,,WTH !! 

MI.: ....err....as well.... 

K.: What role do Property Managers hold in keeping boards transparent 
(either live or online or both). Currently, our greatest support is our auditor. 

M T: Owners made this request and we were refused, therefore the minutes do 
not accurately reflect what took place 

G.H.: Would you make that a recommendation for a practice for boards to follow 
should they proceed with virtual mtgs? 

G.: No one wants to run because they will always be out voted. 
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L.D.: Do you have to attain permission from each board for recordings? 

G.V.: We only record the minutes with respect to motions made and 
accepted/denied.  Discussion of non-voting matters are not recorded in 
the minutes.  Is this correct?  This was legal advice obtained a couple of 
years ago. 

M T: Recordings provide transparency and accountability! 

K.F.: True MT 

M.: Who should be taking minutes? The management or the directors? 

Graeme Macpherson: Hi Eliana and Barry, Rod is referring to Board meetings. 

K.: Teach in Zoom, first half recorded - second half open and unrecorded. 

L.: Our recordings are kept but never added to the records of the Corporation. 

L.P.: We use an impartial minute taking company 

J.S.: Liz, what’s the name of the company? 

K.: Liz Price - impartial! 

L.P.: Minute Takers 

MI.: Our "shared facility" chairperson would NOT give me the emails of the 
other members....like […]?? 

G. Burnett: CCC 106 has given each director a unique address for condo business 
and CCC 106 has a main email address for owners to contact the board. 

N.M.: Minutes Solutions for minute taking! 

M T: Why has the province only added "nuisance" to the Tribunal's list in 5 
years.  Why are owners forced to hire expensive lawyers for issues that 
could easily be addressed by the Tribunal! 

MI.: .....and......there was no impartial minute taker ! 

L.P.: Scarlett Guy - Minute Takers 

K.F.: Our board won't meet with anyone 

G.: I asked for breakdown of the actual costs...they told me they had to redact 
it...What in the finances - MY MONEY- what’s to redact? 

MI.: MT......it's all about the $$$$....so much non-sense going on! 
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K.: Agree 

M T: Agreed 

S.D.: Further to the panel's discussion and comments on how boards use email 
- Apart from using email as a board's corporate memory, what are other 
practices boards use? Challenges with the current tools? 

K.: Agree 

M.G.: What is the role of the Manager vis-a-vis the Board? 

G.V.: Qualifications need to be updated to include professional skillsets 
(accounting, constructions, legal etc....) 

V.L.: What if the property manager cannot attend the meeting, is the standard 
practice is to have the assistant property manager to attend 

O.D.: Qualifications list is missing mandatory CAO director training 

J.B.: Qualifications:  what are consequences if Board member has not taken 
CAO courses?  Who takes action? 

K.: Our board president never disclosed a conflict of interest - the 
management new - worrying. 

MI.: Managers "manage", directors "direct".... if they are capable enough! 

G.V.: This current list of directors is the reason we have so many poorly 
managed or miss-managed condo boards. 

A.F.: What about non-owner non-occupier directors? 

O.D.: CAO will remove you from the board 

J.B.: CAO to remove from the Board.  Really?  How? 

L.: When you file the annual return / public registry 

K.: Wrote to CAO about conflict of interest (president working for a company 
hired over and over and over) - they dismissed my inquiry (as did the 
management company). 

M.L.: Baby 

M T: From the comments in this chat it appears that the state of condo directors 
and what owners have to put up with in Ontario is a huge mess, a 
fiasco......but lawyers are making an awful lot of money! 

R.W.: Happy Birthday 
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Graeme Macpherson: Thanks Ray! 

K.: Vendetta - when did we become a dramatic movie? 

MI.: MT......right on sir!! 

M T: Debbie, wishful thinking...……..there are a lot of power hungry individuals! 

M.: or you don't want to pay higher condo fees :) 

K.: Or because you really need to change your Management Company 

MI.: Or you could be a self-serving, rule flouting idiot....just saying.... 

G.: The bod refused to send a legal letter to their friend because she 
continuously throws garbage and water off her balcony...onto an elderly 
couple’s patio. The privilege why some ppl get on boards...power. 

K.: How long should you keep a Management Company? When do they 
become complacent? In league with entrenched Bully Boards? 

M.: If no one volunteers to be part of the board what happens? 

M T: Are condo managers supposed to be impartial and direct the directors to 
follow legislation? 

D.: 4 terms 

KO.: Totally agree 

M T: Our board was not elected, they were acclaimed, and nobody wanted the 
job 

L.P.: I'm with you completely on this Rod - a struggle to get good hard working 
people 

M.L.: That's why I keep being the treasurer. I feel your pain, Rod. 

K.: Condo management = do the best for the condo rather than yourself. 
Previous board liked to reward itself. 

G.V.: Murray, what happened to skillsets? 

M T: Personal agendas often rule, for example individuals with dogs 

J.B.: Do you have any thoughts about ex-officio members on the Board to get 
that input without expanding the # on Directors? 

MI.: Demographics......lol.....I was approached and asked why the board had 
"old white guys". I couldn't believe my ears […]! 
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M T: I'm a woman who is not allowed to be on my board as they are holding a 
single position open for the entire year, I cannot get back on 

J.D.: It is more of a case of a board filled with long timers with no mortgages 
who want things done their way rather than considering people with huge 
mortgages 

M T: CAO has NO teeth 

O.D.: CAO director's training is available to condo owners as well. 

M T: don't waste your time 

K.: Done last July, yet weirdly Management Company asks for the 
certification over and over and over - do they not keep files. 

MI.: MT.....they don't even have dentures!! 

G.: our VP once sent an email re too many wops in the building and how easy 
it was to fool them so no shortage of racism 

D.: The training is great but a bare minimum 

M T: Lol Michael 

R.W.: I am staying in Collinwood too many problems elsewhere. 

M T: There needs to be more accountability by legislation or you will continue 
to have the same problems with directors, then and only then will you get 
honest people who really wants to do good on the part of the owners 

K.: Agree MT. 

MI.: MT....I couldn't agree more! 

J.S.: Ray, you in the new build at the old Admiral school? 

T.F.: Great suggestion on succession planning 

G.: I was asked to go on the board...I refused on principal and ethics. 

D.: We hold an annual orientation session for people interested in the Board 
to let them know what the expectations are to attract new candidates 

J.D.: What about multi-board complexes (sharing common elements)? Can 
directors in separate boards talk to each other without worry? 

M.D.: That's a great idea Dwight! 

R.W.: Cranberry. 
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K.F.: We have no accountability here, the answer is always "we'll look into it" 
and we never get the answer. We were even told by our president to "Mind 
our own business" when we asked him a question!! 

G.: Ray...was that built by Law Dev.? 

V.L.: Minutes taker usually 

K.M.: Minute takers....like Noah @ minute’s solutions 

M T: The secretary, it is the job of that role is it not? 

T.F.: We use an independent minute taker 

MI.: Minutes....an impartial minute taker.....an absolute must. 

R.W.: Yes it was. 

L.P.: Agree Murray! 

D.: It’s better to just hire a minute taker, it’s a small cost in a big budget 

N.M.: Thanks Kevin! I am here if anyone wants to chat minutes. I am CEO of 
Minutes Solutions, please feel free to email me 
noah@minutessolutions.com with any questions! 

M T: Professional minute takers are humans, they make 
mistakes...….recording is best! 

M.: It should be the manager 

K.M.: Totally agree with Murray 

G.: I used to work for them...small world! 

D.A.: Agree with Murray! 

M.: Our manager says it is $350 

MI.: Our shared facility arrangement is so rife with non-sense, when it comes 
to the minute taking.... 

DA.: For those who might be interested, anyone can take the CAO director 
training. You don't have to be a member of the board 

E.T.: Totally agree with Murray.  I've done it both ways over 20 years.  The 
Board is more efficient and productive when an independent minute taker 
is present 

KO.: Agree with Murray 
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P.: We have someone from our condo mgmt. company - but not the condo 
manager - take our minutes. We review at each meeting 

K.: The Condo hires the manager - the minutes are for (and likely biased on 
the side of) the Condo? 

R.C.: Minute taker 100% 

D.R.: Very insightful session, thank you.  (In Ireland zero requirement for 
director training.) 

E.L.: The manager is involved in the discussions.  He cannot step back for 
minutes!! 

M.K.: Boardspace allows everyone to see the minutes as they're being drafted 
& to comment. 

A.F.: This is not a one size fits all. Having a regular secretary on the Board can 
work very well. It depends on so many factors. 

M T: our Directors feel that our garbage room needs a surveillance camera 
rather than putting locks on entry doors!!!! 

A.C.: We have a resident owner volunteer to take minutes which are then edited 
by the Secretary and then reviewed by all board members. 

K.: Minutes are distributed and approved - included management - so can be 
appended. Condo has vested interest. Management charges fees. 

K.M.: Sorry Rod....but you are definitely wrong...managers don't have time to 
take proper minutes, present management reports, financials, answer 
questions and be an active part of the conversation of the meeting.   It 
takes a lot of time to put together all of the reports for a meeting and then 
to ask them to do the minutes afterwards.....Hire a professional minute 
taker....it is a cost of doing business in a Condo. 

MI.: I'm a former director, so I speak with experience....."What a tale my 
thoughts could tell"...as Gordon Lightfoot put it. 

T.F.: I agree Kevin. Managers also have their filters. 

M T: but a recording of the meeting would assist with eliminating errors on 
minutes 

Gowling WLG Webinars: The Ballingall case 

L.: I agree with Kevin 

M T: I have requested corrections on the minutes and have been completely 
ignored 
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L.: Nice list we need that ….lol 

B.: what's the case's name? 

M.: must have been a fun case :) 

M T: Wow, please send me this list David 

MI.: LOL....that sounds just like our complex !! 

Gowling WLG Webinars: The Ballingall case 

USER: Liking that list David. Can we print it? 

G.: David, that would be wonderful...but that does must exist in an alternate 
condo land 

M T: how do you uphold standard of care without spending thousands of dollars 
on legal 

K.: What is with the vendettas? Is this a Martin Scorsce film... Are we in the 
Godfather part 2022? 

T.F.: Fully agree Murray 

D.A.: Great comment Murray! 

V.L.: Fully agreed 

MI.: Code of Ethic$....yea, o.k. 

M.: Thank you 

H.E.: Excellent session. Thanks. 

K.M.: 100% Murray...thank you all for another great session 

M.L.: Really great review, everyone. 

A.R.: Thanks for the webinar, have a great evening everyone 

P.G.: Thank you so much - well done! 

K.: Transparency 

KO.: Excellent session! 

David Plotkin: Here is the blog post on the Ballingall case  

K.F.: Yes, we need to see what the board is up too!! 

http://condoadviser.ca/2015/04/a-director-should-not-act-against-the-rest-of-the-board/condo-law-blog-Ontario
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V.K.: Thank you panelists. Good to see everyone. 

MI.: Gina.....I'm on Facebook, should you wish to communicate further.....  :) 

M T: Condo owners in Ontario need to mobilize to ensure accountability with 
boards because the province is doing nothing for condo owners 

MI.: err........communicate 

B.: we publish signed minutes in our condo communication library monthly 

K.M.: Redacted Minutes should be automatically sent to owners...if they ask you 
need to do it so why not to that before they ask 

K.F.: Good idea Brian! 

R.W.: One of the best, thanks from Collingwood 

M.: love the analogy information= alcohol 

MI.: Not here.....everything is secretive and hush-hush! 

L.: I hope the minutes shared are approved and redacted as needed 

G.: Thank you everyone - another great epi...  Good night and stay safe out 
there!! 

K.: Board are owners? 

K.: Owners deserve to be kept informed? 

K.F.: Yes board should be owners 

M T: How much did they pay for that advice Graeme? 

K.: Most board member are owners - not bosses - all owners deserve 
information (except for private issues?). 

MI.: Thanks Gina......maybe we can discuss issues at a later time :)? 

B.: March 2 not Feb 3 

MI.: Resign.....LOL....!! 

M.: owners should also step up when given opportunity to be on the board. If 
no one volunteered they should not complain. 

M T: Bottom line the directors hold too much power 

K.F.: Thanks for the interesting meeting. 
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G.: Absolutely 

C.S.: Thank you for another great webinar 

M.K.: It would be great if a blog would confirm the value of redacted minutes 
being available to owners. 

M T: Thank you 

L.: Thanks 

M.L.: It’s a great hour! 

K.: Sadly will miss it, but will watch the recording. 

E.L.: Thanks.  Reinforced functional boards. 

O.D.: Thank you. 

D.M.M.: Thank you 

MI.: We need to go further with this topic....this is very, very important!! 

L.D.: Thank you 

G.N.: Many Thanks all; hour will spent! 

J.D.: Feb 2????????????????// 

S.D.: Thanks! 


